
Area
154 m²

Floor
6 / 6

Rooms
4

Construction year
2018

Apartment
For sale

3 990 000 PLN
25 909 PLN / m²



Offer no: 947449

WARSZAWA, ŚRÓDMIEŚCIE, POWIŚLE

Powisle penthouse with skyline views

Penthouse for sale on Powiśle with a view on the Vistula River and the Warsaw Panorama.

APARTMENT:

A high standard apartment located on the top floor of the building. The spacious terrace overlooks the Vistula, Powiśle and the city center. The windows overlook 

3 sides of the world (south-east-west), thanks to which the apartment is very well lit.

Schedule:

Living room with an area of 52.5 m2 with access to the terrace.

Floors made of natural, oiled oak (natural board).

Kitchen of 13.2 m2 with a large island, dining area. There is a pantry next to the kitchen (1.8 m2).

Bathroom with an area of 8 m2, finished in stone, equipped with a shower cabin and a steam sauna. Built-in AEG household appliances (washing machine, dryer).

In the private part:

Office 13.6 m2, with a spacious desk and tasteful library furniture.

Bedroom I with an area of 13.5 m2

Master bedroom with an area of 13.8 m2 with a wardrobe (area 3.5 m2).

Main bathroom (area 5.4 m2), with a bathtub, finished in stone.

The apartment is classically and functionally divided into a day (social) part and a private part, ensuring peace and intimacy.



Additionally:

Parking space on level -2 (near the elevator entrance) an additional fee (PLN 60,000) for a storage room with an area of 7.2 m2 (PLN 50,000).

BUILDING

KRYSZTAŁ POWIŚLA – Solec Residence is an apartment building in the prestigious district of Warsaw’s Śródmieście, at 18 Solec Street. This project, unique on a 

national scale, combines the comfort of apartment space with amenities available in the building that contribute to the convenience of everyday life. In addition 

to the classic solutions used in apartment buildings, such as a 24-hour reception desk, monitoring and a fitness room, the building offers a wide range of 

possibilities that will diversify the residents’ free time.

The residents have at their disposal, among others:

• gym with a climbing wall,

• VIP Room – an elegant space for business and private meetings for residents.

LOCATION:

An apartment building in the fashionable Powiśle, at ul. Solec, not far from the Vistula river bank and only 1.5 km from the very center. The National Stadium, 

Vistula Boulevards, numerous parks, cafes, restaurants and green squares are nearby. The nearby Wisłostrada provides convenient communication with other 

parts of the city. A few minutes from the Copernicus Science Center metro station.

Feel free to contact me and see this unique apartment.





























P R O P E R T Y

LOCATION



P R O P E R T Y  A G E N T

CONTACT

GRZEGORZ WYSOK
Senior Real Estate Advisor | Team Leader

phone: +48 733 004 808
email: g.wysok@partnersinternational.pl

WARSAW

Fort Piłsudskiego 2
(entrance from Idzikowskiego street)
02-704 Warsaw

+48 22 646 52 02

info@partnersinternational.pl
najem@partnersinternational.pl

TRÓJMIASTO

Kopernika 12/1
81-846 Sopot

+48 790 801 306

trojmiasto@partnersinternational.pl

The above proposal is not a commercial offer within the meaning of the law but is for information purposes. Partners International Sp. z o.o. makes every effort to ensure 
that the content presented in our offers is current and reliable. Data on offers was obtained on the basis of statements of the sellers.
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